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REALISM IN SPANISH LITERATURE >IS EXEMPLIFIED BY
EMILIA PARDO BAZAN.
Outline of Thesis.
1 . Introduction .
A. Beginning of realism
(1) Cause of the change
(2) Difference between romantism and realism
(3> In France
a« The chief exponent - Zola
1' His conception of realism
B« Naturalism vs. Realism
(1) Compared to French
(2} The two periods
a. Difference
b. Central figure of the second period
2. Body .
A. Life of Emilia Pardo Baz^
(1) Private life
a. Birth and parentage
b. Jiarly training
c. Events of the year 1868
(2> Political life
a. Her part in the Revolution of 1868
(3 ) Literary training
a. Travel
b. Krausism
0. Reading of contemporary novelists
n
(4) Literary career
a. Her first novel
b. Books of travel
c. Three essays
d. Poetry
(5) Professional life
a. Professor of Romantic Literature
(6) Spheres of thought in which she has been distinguished
a« Critical works
b. Speeches
c. Feministic work
d. Book on Galicia, "De mi tierra"
e« Religious-historical work-
San Francisco de Asis
f. Her style
1* Two tendencies
(a) Galician works
(b) Foreign works
(7> Realism of Etailia Pardo Baz^n
a. Vs. Zola
b. Originality
(8) List of her most important works
B»Realism as found in her novels
(1) "Pascual L (^pez"
a» Characteristics
b. Its worth
(21 "Un Viaje de Novios"
a. Aim in writing
b. Realism
(3) "La Cueeti6n palpitante"
a. Purpose in writing it
b. Clarin's prologue
c. Content
1' Realism vs. Naturalism
2* Spanish realism vs. French
(4) "Tribuna"
a. Object
b. Content
1* Source of material
2* Description of factory conditions
c« Its contribution to realism
(5) "El Cisne de Vilamorta"
a. Idea in writing it
1' Description of Vilamorta
b« Principal characters
c* Reasons for change in names of localities
•
(6) "Los Pazos de Ulloa*
a. Its merit
b. Synopsis of the story
c. Realism predominant
d. Important elements in the story
e. Descriptions
f. Garcia's criticism
(7) "La Madre liaturaleza"
a. Further advance in realism
b. Synopsis of the story
c. Characteristics
(6) " Insolacion"
a. Synopsis of story
b. Description of pilgrimage of San Isidro
(9) "MorriKa*
a. Reputation as a realist reached highest point
b. Synopsis of story
c. French influence
(10) "La (^uimera" - "La Sirena negra" - "Dulce Duello
a. Content
b. Characteristics
(11) "La Cristiana" - "La Prueba"
a. Idealistic tendency
b. Psychological study.
Conclusion,
A, Emilia Pardo Bazan's place in literature.
(1) In the literature of Spain
a. Her contributions
(2) In the literature of the world.

REALISM IK SPAi:iSH LITERATURE AS EXEKPLIED BY
EMILIA PARDO BAZAK
The current which swept away the classic forms and
conventions in the middle of the nineteenth century pro-
duced a realism dominating the whole of literature, which
"bore in its bosoiL the germs of all the liberal ideas and
emancipatory achievements of the later periods of European
civilization.
Critics arose against the abuse of the imagination
and romantic folly. Science was ri-aking things proved
and certain; literature should do the same. This change,
80 profound, from romanticism to realism is only explained
by the tiredness of romantic fever, the fluctuation of
modes which brings calm after storm, real after ideal,
awakening after dreams. ^
The novel was preparing to dispute its popularity
with the drama and lyric poetry, the two favorite types
1 Cejador y Frauca Julio: "Historia de la lengua y
literatura castellana,
*
Vol. Vlll. P. 2.
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2of literature during the romantic period, and to recover
its brilliant place in national literature*
Romanticiem dealt with life in the mass, ignoring
the practical and offensive; realism dealt with li^e in
detail, laying special stress on the analytic study of
character and on the scientific and experimental nature
of the author's own observation of life. The former was
optimistic, the latter pessimistic.
Prance was the land fit to put forth this new ten-
dency.-^ Zola was a naturalist, classifying his way of
writing among experimental sciences. The French spirit
produced naturalism, linking it together with materialism
and determinism of a coarse nature. For Zola, man was "la
bestia humana", deterministic and pessimistic.^
What, il any, is the difference between naturalism
and realism? The critic Cejador y Frauca defines natural-
ism as " xm extreme del realismo por el cual se confunde
el arte con la ciencia en sus procedimientos de experimen-
tacion y estadf^stica, de los cuales el arte no entiende,
1 Cejador y Frauca Julio: "Historia de la lengua y literatura
castellana." Vol. Vlll . P.2.
« tt «i It II " " P,4.
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y en su fin docente y utilitario, de los cuales se
desentiende no menos el arte." The writer Pereda
speaks of realists as more temperate than naturalists
and less crude - "tienen un sentido estricto de la
realidad objetiva que ven al trav^s de \m temperament©
equilibrado la observacic^n permanece siempre a
flote sobre lo real, sin hundirse en el abismo ni
remontarse al quinto cielo," ^
The mark of the naturalist is that he observes
all systematically and accurately but in a cold scientific
way, while the realist fills his novel with personal
touches. A photograph made with a camera is a real thing,
but it is brutally real while a picture painted by a good
artist is artistically real. The photograph may be termed
naturalistic; the painting, realistic. Because naturalism
is a form of realism, all that is naturalistic is realistic,
but not all realistic is naturalistic. ^
It is not easy to determine the style of the new
literary system. The vagueness and incongruity of its
principles convert it into "proteo multiform ." Each
1 Cejador y Frauca, Julio: "Historia de la langua y literatura
espanola." Vol.Vlll. P. 10.
2 Pardo Bazan, E. "Polemicas y Estudios Literarios." P«12,
3 Cejador y Frauca, Julio: "Historia de la lengua y literatura."
P.8.
cc
writer may use it as he sees fit without excluding the
founders of the school, *E1 autor pone en la novela su
modo peculiar de ver las cosas reales,** for two persons
referring to the same event, do so with distinct words
and style, ^ Two related elements, however ^ stand out:
•la negacic^ pesiuista en el fondo y la desnudez abso-
luta en las formas.*
The Spanish followed in the footsteps of Zola with
the same enthusiasm as in the days of Victor Hugo and
Dumas, but French determinism and the impersonal method,
did not prove congenial to the Spanish, v/ho for thought
or action must have their heart in the mstter and are not
inclined to cold abstract reasoning, scientific thought
or methodical compilation. The humane realism of Spain
rebelled against the literature of the clinic.'^ Spanish
realism depicts reality in life in its noDle sense not
ignoble sense.
The most important phase of French realism which
passed from the French to the Spanish novel was the new
and more minutely precise application of the simple
method of observation and experience,
1 Hurtado y Gonzalez, P, "Historia de la literatura espaliola?
P. 1020.
2 Bell, Aubrey: "Contemporary Spanish Literature? P. 18-19.
c
The realistic epoch, IbbO to 1687, may be divided into
two parts. The first period, from 1850 to the Revolution
of 1868 was more conservative and the novel contained a
Christian and moral spirit. The second period, from 1870
to 1687, was characterized by its anxieties for social
reforms.
When a realistic art reaches its perfection , it is
made regional because a definite region, distinguished
inhabitants and special customs are included to support
reality. During the whole of the realistic epoch region-
alism held full sv/ay.
During the second period in the novel is found the
most sublime figure of Spanish realism, Emilia Pardo Bazan,
who, regardless of criticism threw herself across a strong
current of contemporary national production, taking what
she required from French sources and grafted it on to the
sturdy tree of Spanish tradition.
c
Life of Emilia Pardo Bazan
The death of P^rez Galdos, the great Spanish
novelist, left Emilia Pardo Baz^n at the head of living
Spanish novelists. She was the only child of Count Pardo
Bazan, a distinguished Qalician noble.
From her childhood she was inclined toward literary
pursuits. Her first impetus was received from her parents
who, although strict Catholics, were progressive in their
views and Delieved in woman's intellectual possibilities.
They encouraged her to study the classics. Her three
favorite books were the "Bible", "Don Quijote" and the
•Iliad".
According to the young lady three important events
happened in the year 1868: "me vesti de largo, me case,
y estall(5 la revolucid'n de septiembre de 1866." 1 Because
of her father's election as deputy, the family passed their
winters in Madrid and their suirmers in Galicia, Her love
for literature suffered an eclipse, obscured by the dis-
tractions which Madrid offeree to a newly-married young lady
of sixteen years of age.
1 Pardo Bazan, Emilia "Los Pazos de Ulloa." P. 26,
ct
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At the outbreak of the Revolution of 1868 the ardor
of patriotism burned within her. She plunged into the
uprising, siding with the Liberals, Disgusted by their
excesses, she went over to the Carlist side. So active
was she in this political affair that she took a trip to
England for rifles for the soldiers. Peace brought an
end to her political interests and a renewed interest
in literature.
After traveling through England and Italy, she
returned to Spain v/here a new intellectual n.oveinent was
preoccupying the minds of the people. This movement was
called "krausism" from the German philosopher, Krause,
She began immediately to study German philosophy and lit-
erature, and becem.e thoroughly acquainted with French,
English pnd Italian,
In the year 1874 she was ignorant of the existence
of the great Spanish contemporary novelists, Gald^s and
Pereda because, during those revolts and calamitous times
of the civil war, news of other regions found no echo.
Her first novel, "Pascual Ldpez" , was the result of her
intecest in the novels of Alarc6n and other contemporary
novelists.
5
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Her knowledge of fine arts - painting, sculpture and
architecture - and her impressions of her travels showing
keen observation, are found in her novels: "Cuarenta dxas
en la Exposicion* , *A1 pie de la torre Eiffel", "Por Francia
y por Alemania* and *Por la Europa cat^lica".
She had presented at the age of twenty-six three essays:
"Estudio critico de las obras del Padre Feijdo", "Poetas
4picos cristianos: Dante, Milton y Taso." and "Ensayo critico
sobre el darwinismo. * ^ JJfiriese deep subjects, more natural
to learned men than to a young woman^ would seem to require
a wide knowledge of literature , natural BCiences and a
profound creative mind and mature judgment. The first-men-
tioned essay, written to honor the name cf the author of
"Teatro critico* won for her a literary prize offered by
the principality of Oviedo in 1876,
Dojia i'milia composed verses and good ones» '•Jaime'*,
a collection of short poemis of delicate taste, in imitation
of Becquer, was written shortly after the birth of her first
son»
In the year 1906 Emilia Pardo Bazan received the title
of Countess. Two years later hhe was appointed member of the
Council cf Public Instruction and later occupied a chair in
1 Cejador y Frauca, Julio Vol, IX P. 272.

the School of Letters of the University of Madrid teaching
Contemporary Romantic Literature, One honor, the greatest
that could "be bestowed on a novelist of her rank, withheld
from her "because of her sex disqualification, was that of
entering the Spanish Royal Academy.
A monument, dedicated to perpetuate the name of this
renowned writer was set up in Goru"na five years "before her
death in May, 1921. 1 All her life had been consecrated to
study and work v/ith a constancy and an enthusiasm which
places her in the first place among Spanish women. She has
to her credit over one hundred writings.
Her spirit of literary adventure joined to her strength
of mind and tenacity of purpose, her fine historical sense
and tenaency tov/ard exalted mysticism have made her distin-
guished in various spheres of thought: literary criticism,
history, essays, books of travel, poetry, lectures, biography,
folk-lore, short stories and novels; but she excels in novels,
in truth a Cyclopean labor.
Her learned works on literary history are not from
pure investigation made in libraries and archives but are
second-hand material. She wrote biographies and studies
1 Enciclopedia Ilustrada, 1441-1442.
if
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of the foremost novelists - Padre Coloma, Carapoamor and
Alarc6n in "El Nuevo teatro crftlco", a small monthly-
review published from 1891 to 1893. This small publication
is a manifestation of activity v/hich confirms from the first
moment the marvelous faculities of this noted author. Her
"Polemicas y estudios literarios" contains criticisms of
Gald^s and Pereda,^
Such speeches as "La revolucio'n y la novela. en P?usia"
and "Los franciscanos y Colon" at the Ateneo in Madrid, and
"La Espaiia de ayer y la de hoy" made her famous as a lecturer.
As an enthusiastic feminist she has done much for the
development of feminism in Spain, In 1892 she was a member
of the committee which organized the Spanish-Portuguese-
American Pedagogical Congress. At one of its meetings she
read her interesting "La educaci^n del hombre y la raujer:
sus diferencias In the same year "Biblioteca de la mujer"
was published under her direction.
That she is a true Galician and adores all things per-
taining to Galicia is best seen in her book,"De mi tierra",
in wiiich she describes the curiosities of her land, the
monuments, ruins, city and country; praises the authors in
1 Cejador y Fravtca. Vol. IX. 271.
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it such as the Benedictine Peijoo; sings of the divinities
of the provincial poets; and even gives a regional biblio-
graphy .
An aumirable book which seemed to reveal a profound
religious crisis in the sentiments of the author is her
"San Francisco de Asis." She conceived the idea to write it
while visiting the convent of St. Francis at Compostela. The
convent had for her a singular enchantment. The book is con-
sidered her greatest triumph and won tremendous success.
No doubt there is more of novelistic impression than of
historical strength in this piece of work. 1
Her style is much discussed. According to Gejador y
Frauca her language and style are weakened by her fondness
for foreign custom. There is too much of French lightness
in treating certain novelistic, historical and critical sub-
jects. 2 She had known what she calls "la lucha con el
indomito verbo"; and had despaired of attaining the strength
and substance of the older Spanish writers, "that fire, force
and beauty and fervent sympathy" of a Fray Luis de Leon.
"Estes moldes se han perdido."
Her style is not without Gallicisms, archaisms, and inno
vations. But in finding a blemish occasionally the critic
should not forget how easily it can fasten a picture on the
1 Cejador y Frauca. Vol. IX. P. 272.
2 « « w " „
P. 271.
r
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mind; how large and splendid is its vocabulary, how forcible
its phrases. Both words and phrases have an explosive energy
and their comparisons are odd:, "cielo color de panza" -
"claveles sangre de toro" . *^Her style is perhaps at its best
when she is speaking in the first person.
Two marked tendencies are found in the novels of Emilia
Pardo Baztiin. The older, and purer tendency which gave her
and will give her more renown, was that of expressing the
Galician soul, sentimental, tender, and mysterious as one
sees in "Pascual L<5pez", "Los Pazos de ©lloa", "De mi tierra"
and "Historias y cuentos regionales". The other tendency,
which was that of following the foreign modes, and vying v;ith
the great modern cultured novelists, drew her from Galicia
and even from Spain to write on social questions. "La Pledra
angular", a novel celebrated for its Italian legal anthropo-
logy; "La Tribuna", a political subject; "Dofia Wilagros", on
2the problem of matrimony, are examples of the latter tendency.
It is indeed surprising that a writer who formed the
idealistic and catholic pages of "San Francisco de Asis" should
go out to defend both in practice as well as theory,with many
reservations, the attacked system of Zola. Her enthusiasm
1 Bell, Aubrey: Contemporary Spanish Literature, p. 67.
2 Cejador y Frauca, Julio: Vol. Vlll. P. 27.
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did not stop her from branding the determinism and other
great errors of Zola, the greater part of her novels being
free from them,"*"
She did not limit herself to translating for the Spanish
public French naturalism, but only what was reasonable and
commendable, fighting the other repeatedly. She differs from
Zola radically in his philosophical judgment, his deterministic,
fatalistic and pessimistic doctrines. The methodical choice
of repulsive and shameless subjects, the excessive and some-
times tedious prolixity in description and above all the con-
stant solemnity and sadness of knitted brows, the lack of
gaiety, wit and charm both in style and ideas of French natur-
2
alists were condemned by her.
Does she lack originality? By adopting the principles
of Zola she did not fall under servile imitation, but kept
her personality, "L'Espagne n'est pas la France et les romans
espagnols contemporains la peindront sous son veritable aspect"
The author herself says,"Afortunadamente, el pueblo que copiamos
los que vivimos del lado aca del Pirineo, no se parece todavfa,
en buen hora lo digames, al del lado all4."4
1 Blanco Garcia, Francisco: : La Literatura espanola en el siglo
XIX. Vol.11, P. 556.
2 Bell, Aubrey: Contemporary Spanish Literature. P. 65.
3 Vezinet P. 208.
4 Pardo Baz^n, Emilia "La Tribuna" P.7.
r
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She did not wish to belong to any fixed group which
in the matter of realism sympathizes with the Spanish traditi
which repulses the narrowness of vulgar imitations and does
not wish to falsify nature, presenting only the hideous part,
but to reproduce it entire with unlimited varieties, barring
idealism. ^
She is credited as being the founder of the Spanish
realistic school* As a sincere realist she studied the
people of her country to produce pov/erful works of an
intense local color.
1 Garcia, Francisco: "La Literatura espaflola en el siglo
XIX*' P. 536.
r
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List of her Works,
1 Novels.
* Pascual Lopez. (1879)
San Francisco de Asis. (1882)
Un viaje de novios. (1881)
^La Tribuna. (1883)
'"'El Cisne de Vilaiiorta. (1885)
''^Los Pazos de Ulloa. (1886)
^"^La Madre Naturaleza. (1887)
*Morrina. (1889)
'^Insolacic^n. (1889)
¥na cristiana. (1890)
La Prueba. (1890)
La Quiraera. (1905)
La Sirena negro. (1908)
Dulce Dueno. (1911)
Luis XVI.
1 1. Critical Works.
"Estudio crftico de las obras del padre Feijdo. (1879)
La cue3ti(^n palpitante. (1883)
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Kuevo teatro cr^tico, (1891-1893)
La Revoluci^n yla novela en RU3ia.(1887)
Polemlcos y estudios literarios, (1882)
Ldteratura francesa moderna. (1910)
1 11. Short Stories .
Cuentos de Marineda. (1892)
Cuentos de amor. (1898)
Cuentos sacroprofanos . (1899)
Cuentos de Navldad y de Reyes. (1902)
Cuentos tr£jicos. (1912)
1 V. Books on travel .
Cuarenta dtas en la Exposicio''n . (1889)
Al pie de la torre Eiffel. (1889)
For Francla y por Alemania, (1890)
For la Europa catolica. (1902)
V. Drama .
El traje de novia. (1898)
Verdad. (1906)
Cuesta abajo. (1906)
La Suerte. (1904)
VI . Foetry .
Jaime. (1881)
* Books Read.
Ii
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"Pascual Lopez"
•
Emilia Pardo Bazdin's first novel was a simple exercise
in fantasy. She called it "Pascual L^pez", autobiograffa de
un estudiante de medicina." It seems incredible,but in her
first attempt for which the renowned writer became known as
a novelist, one finds more candor than in Alarc<^n or Pereda.
On the other hand there is not much in common between
the student of medicine, who enriches himself with a diamond
obtained at the cost of life, and Zola's characters.
There many evident weaknesses in "Pascual Lc^pez"
but it shows at the same time all the good qualities which
from that time on have made her distinguished: mastery in
composition, descriptive resources, rapidity, elegance and
smoothness in style, -^although at times subject to mannerisms
and archaisms.
The important element in the Spanish novel at that time
was not so much its realistic tendency as its aim to restore
"el habla castellana" . "Pascual L<^poz" was not free from
this restorative tendency for which it was very highly praised,^
1 Cejador y Frauca, "Historia de la ftengua y literatura." P,275,
2^Baz^n, Emilia J^ardo : : "Pazos de Ulloa." P. 55.
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"Un viaje de novios"
Up to this time the novels of Zola were not generally
known, Owr author had read "L* Assommoir" The idea came
to her that the modem novel should reflect nature and society
without palming the truth and substituting for it literary
fables more or less beautiful.^ With this in mind she wrote
"Viaje de novios*:
The prologue of this novel was, according to the
author, "de los primeros ecos, acaso el mas resonante hasta
entonces, que en Espana tuvo el movimiento naturalista franees,
al cual contraponj^a yo el realismo nacional prefiriendolo"
From the exterior form come the charms and imperfections
of this novel, in which the author aspired more to write,
rather than to moralize, "El objeto del arte no es defender
n\ ofender la moral, es realizar la belleza" She exploited
the resources with which word can be substituted for musical
4
sound or colors of the palette,
^BazZn/sT^ardo : "Los Pazos de UlloaV P. 59,
2 " " " " " " " P. 69-60.
3 " " " "Polemicos y Estudios literarios': P. 139.
4Blanco Garcia, F: La Literatura espanola en el siglo XlX
Vol.11. P. 639.
1
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The novel was a discreet attempt to introduce into
Spain the methods of French realism. The dose of realism
must have been homeopathic, for critics were long in discover-
ing it.^
1 Blanco Garcia, F : : La Literatura espaflola en el siglo XIX
Vol. 11, P. 538.
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"La Guesti(^n palpitante,"
"La cuestion palpitante", the all-absorbing question
was that of naturalism. It was the writer's reply to her
critics, a plea in favor of outspokenness and candor.
In "La Cuesti(5n palpitante", she gave an exposition of
theories and an essay of criticism on these same theories.
It teaches us the principles with which she was inspired to
compose her novels. Her object in writing it was "decir algo,
en forma clara y amena, sobre el realismo y naturalism©,
cosas de que se hablaba mucho, pero con ligereza y sin que
nadie hiiiese tratado el asunto de prop(5sito
Clarfn, in the prologue, tells us what naturalism is not,
and leaves us to find out what it is by reading "La cusstion
palpitante"
•
The first ten chapters of this book a^e given over to
the subject "Realismo y naturalismo" , the next five to crit-
icisms of French writers, Zola in particular, and the last
five to "La moral" in England and Spain.
1 "Los Pazos de llloa" . P. 64.
It
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In her chapters on realism and naturalism, the author
gives us her idea of the difference between these two
tendencies: "El naturalismo lo refiere todo a la naturaleza,.
su fondo es deterrainista; el realisrao nos ofrece una
teoria mas ancha corapletd- y perfecta En el realisrao cabe
todo, menos las exageraclones y desvarios de dos escuelas
extremas, del naturalisBO, y por precisa consecuencla, ex-
clusivistas. ^ She brings to mind that a painter of land-
scape does not put on his palette to copy the sun and sky
of Andalusia the same tints which he employed in painting
those of the north. In the same way, realism in Spain has
2
a tone, distinct from that in Prance.
1 Pardo Baz4n: "La cuesti(^n palpitante'i P. 12,21,22.
2 " " " " " p. 188.
1
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"La Tribuna*:
To better define her position, to prove that she advocated
not the religious or social views put forth by the French
naturalists, but their methods and technique, she wrote "La
Tribuna" • It showed that while she was a thorough-going
realist in her regard for brutal detail and minute descriptions,
she did , in no way, foreswear her Catholic beliefs; it showed
careful observation, but contained freshness, a human sympathy,
""a zest which separates it from the naturalist school and places
it in that of the Spanish regionalist and realistic novel.
"La Tribuna" is a daring study of the customs of the pro-
2letariat, of the woman of the people. The idea to write this
novel was born in the author in contemplating the lines of
women cigarette-makers in Coruffa, as they return from the
factories at nightfall. She remembered that these women
had been the most ardent sectarians of the federal idea during
the revolution, and she was curious to study the development
of a political belief in the mind of a simple woman of the
people.
For two months she went to the factory morning and evening
to overhear conversations and study types. There is not the
1 Bell, A,: Contempoary Spanish Literature. P, 64,
2 Fitz maurice - geily, James: :Spanish Literature Primer, P, 112
r
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slightest attempt at satire in the book. Nevertheless,
it displeased opposite factions. The republicans be-
lieved themselves in caricature; the conservatives rose
in rebellion against the frank and sincere description of
the town and the working people. Ampara, the cigarette
girl, sees v/hat Emilia saw in her school days at Coruna.
The following is a description of conditions in the
factory,
"Creci6 la efervescencia republicana raientras que tran-
scurria el primer invierno revolucionario ; al acercar el
verano sublet mas grades aun el termoraetro politico en la
F^brica, En el curso de las horas de sol, sin embargo, de
decaf'a la conversaci<^n, y entre tanto la atmt^sfera se car-
gaba de asfixiantes vapores y se espesaba hasta parecer que
podifa cortarse con cuchillo, --— Las manos se movlTan a
impulses de la necesidad, liando tagarninas, pero los
cerebros rehu^an el trabajo abrumador del pensamiento; a
veces una cabeza cafa inerte sobre la tabla de liar, y una
raujer rendida de calor, se quedaba sepultada en sueno pro-
fundo "
The character of this novel is not so indeterminate
as of "Un viaje de novios"; here there are really piquant
situations, daring and vulgar language. There is no shirking
of reality and the observations are careful which places it
in literature as a Spanish realistic novel. But, thanks to
the good instincts and ideas of the author^ the heroine does
n Pardo Baz^n, E: "La Tribuna." P. 75-76.
I
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does not go down so low as those of Parisian fashion-plates -
those of Zola, She is not a machine of animated flesh, but
a human being. ^
1 Blanco Garcia, P, "La literatura espailola en el siglo XIX
Vol.11. P. 539.
r
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"El Cisne de Vilamorta'!
In writing "El Cisne de Vilamorta", Emilia Pardo Bazan
had the same idea in mind as when writing "La Tribuna" ; that
is, "to study and describe in an artistic form peoples and
lands which she knew,"^
How well she describes the little village of Vilamorta
in the moonlight. "El pueblo estaba, como quien dice, a la
vuelta, Blanqueaban, a la luz de la luna. Its paredes de sus
primeras casas, y los sillares de algunas en const ruccicin,
tapias, huertecillos, cuadros de Isgumbre, llenaban el espacio
vacante entre el pueblo y el pinaf. Ensanchabase la senda,
desembonando en el camino real, a cuyas orillas, copudos
castanos proyectaban manchones de sombr,s-. Dormia el pueblo
sin duda, pues ni se divisaban luces ni se oian los rumores y
zumbidos que revelan la proximidad de los colmenas huraanas.
Realmente, Vilamorta es una colmena en miniatura, una villita
modesta, cabeza de partldo. No obstante, bailada por el res-
plandor del romantico satelite, no le falta a Vilamorta cierta
grandiosidad como de poblaci(^n iraportante, debida a los
nuevos edificios " ^
1 Pardo Bazan, E. "El Cisne de Vilamorta." (Prologo#3)
2 Pardo Baz/n, E. "El Cisne de Vilamorta'i P/9-10.
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The realistic scenes are laore numerous, more pronounced
than in any of its predecessors, though the author shrinks
from the logical application of her theories hy supplying
a romantic ending.
Segundo, the principal character of the story, is an
enamoured imitator of Becquer. He has for a pen-name "el
Cisne" which means the good poet. The romanticism in him
is overshadowed "by the thick cloud of so many realistic pictures.
He is a dreamer, the loved not the lover of Lucretia. The
latter offers such an inhuman physiognomy that the efforts
of the author did not suffice to give it artistic value.
The caresses that she lavishes upon the poet rewarded with
polite and cold indifferences; that existence, victim of suffering
and disappointment; that frightful union of physical and moral
disorders will perhaps be considered as a portrait of the most
accurate fidelity, but it does not lie v/ithin the realm of art.
The suicide at the end shows that realism cannot forget its
romantic origin, although it may deny it. 1
After writing this slory she was asked the reason for
the change in names of localities in which her novels take
place. She gave three reasons. The first; to prevent ob-
1 Blanco Garcia, F. "La Literatura espanola en el siglo XIX
Vol, 11. P. 540
i
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jections to insignificant details in description; the
second: to free herself from servile realism; the third:
to have more liberty in creating her characters - "yo no
he copiado jamas ninguno de los que en mis novelas figuran
1 Pardo Bazan, E. "Los Fazos de ¥lloa." P.79.
c
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"Los Pazos de Ulloa."
The novel beyond the Pyrenees continued to exercise an
Irresistible attraction in the mind of the illustrous writer,
whose narrative aptitudes were prompting the pathetic drama
of "Los Pazos de Ulloa", a most complete and resounding
triumph. Here realism is best embodied.
The most abiding merit of this painfully exacting
history of a decadent aristocratic family as notable for its
portraits of types like Nucha and Julian as for its
creations of characters like the political bravos Basbacana
and Trampeta, lies in the pictures of country life - "a
poetic realization of Galician scenery set down in an elabo-
rate highly-colored style." ^
Julian Alvarez enters as chaplain - the mansion of
Pazos de Ulloa. All is chaotic in the old lordly tumble-
down house. The furniture is covered with dust; windows
have no panes; the garden resembles a thicket; the pond,
which is never cleaned, is nauseous and green. The owner
of the place, Don Pedro, marquis of Ulloa, possesses plenty
of lands around the castle, but the farmers pay him irreg-
ularly ana he does not keep up his account books. It is
1 V^zinet, I.: "Les Mattres du Roman Espagnol ContemporainV
P.209.
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administered by a certain Primitivo, a "montero mayor"
who, under peaceable appearance, hides a churlish will
and a heart of a villain. He commands sovereignly the
farmers and the laborers; he receives rents; he pays,
buys and sells, and in these diverse duties, he steals
in all security and continually. Don Pedro is not ignorant
of these actions, but he dotes on hunting and Priraitivo is
the most cunning of men in the art of discovering game.
Furthermore, the marquis is the lover of his cook, 3abel,
by whom he has a son, that misohlevous Pervcho, who is
brought up alone among the beasts in the stable. Sabel
is Primitivo^s daughter. To get rid of Primitive
would mean to get rid of Sabel. She deceives him; his
huntsman robs him. He has habits which he will not re-
nounce. Somesone is needed to aid him. This one is the
new chaplain.
Julian determines that Don Pedro shall marry - but whom?
It is finally decided that they are to go to Santiago where
the marquis has four cousins, one of whom he shall choose
as wife. He chooses Nucha, a very young and innocent girl.
The betrothal ceremony is held and then the wedding.
The question arises - how are they to return to the
manor if Perucho and, above all, Sabel, do not leave?
Q
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Several days before his departure from Santiago he sends
Julian to the castle to put things in order. Priraitivo,
however, makes sport of the purity of the cijaplain; he
tells him that Sabel is about to be married and that she
will leave the place. The truth is that Sabel remains in
her kitchen and Perucho does not appear for some months.
The marquis and his wife are installed. A daughter
is born. The priest becomes very much attached to the
baby; he cuddles her and takes her about. Mucha becomes
nervous and is subject to fits. The big house frightens
her and she has nightmares. The marquis, who was hoping
for a boy, is furious and returns to his pleasures, -
Sabel and the hunt.
Julian becomes sad. He thought he had put things
to right in the manor. He does not dare to scold Don
Pedro. He awaits the outcome of the issue at hand - the
marquis is a candidate for deputy. Elected, he would take
his wife and daughter to Madrid. The good priest laments
the parting of the baby and himself, but one thought con-
soles him: . the castle will no longer harbour criminal
amours
•
0I
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Alasl The marquis is blackballed. Good-bye to the
hopes of the priest! Don Pedro hunts more than ever,
estranges himself more than ever from Niuskka; he bullies
her, even beats her. The young woman suffers from a
wrecked body and soul. She concentrates her affection
on her little daughter, Manola,
Perucho reappears. Nucha is informed that he is ill
timate child. She becomes interested in him because he
is unfortunate, aimising. But suddenly she learns that he
is the child of her husband. Her grief and fright increase.
She, the legitimate wife, is an intruder in her own house.
The people wh^o surround her are hostile. Are they not
attempting a crime against her and her daughter? She
confides in the priest and begs him to flee with her in
order to save her and her child.
Here the marquis turns up. The sneaking Primitive
has put him on guard against Julian's anxiety in behalf
of Nucha, Don Pedro sequestrates his wife and puts
Julian out - an example of the quilty punishing the
innocent.
r
This analysis is sufficient to reveal to us an
intrepid author who is not afraid to give daring data. Her
novels should be studied in the li^ht of the problems of
conscience which they awaken ... In the Spanish novels of
Valera; Pereda, and Galdos^, adulterers are as rare as they
are frequent in French literature. Dona Eiailia is, there-
fore, a naturalist in the French manner 1 as regards this
particular point.
She is not concerned v/ith what will "become of Perucho.
She descril?es as if it were a current situation, an adulterer,
reproduced continually under the conjugal roof in the sight
and knowledge of all. Whom does it "bother? The chaplain only.
The servants are amused; the village people, the curates of
the environment are amused and they choose, as a nominee to
a seat in the Chamber of Deputies, this man v/hose scandalous
conduct is a defiance to the laws of morality and religion -
this adulterer.
This is a subject which the French naturalists abuse,
but which this Spanish naturalist rarely uses. She avoids
pictures characterized by lust. 3 We see Pedro and Sabel
1 Vezinet, F. "^Les Maitres du UomsLn Es»*c»^ol Goatr:mi»or&i£L.
2 Idem. P. 212 P. 212
3 Idem. P. 213
r
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face to face as master and servant, not as lover and
mistress. One time, however, he acts as a lover; he hits
Sabel with the butt -end of his giin when he finds her in a
sttspicious attitude with a peasant. The scene is painful*
The author does not give us the scene of making-up.
Some of the pictures are audacious, they are not
licentious, Sabel tries twice to seduce Julian, Perhaps
it is to obey the orders of the crafty Primitive or perhaps
it is to obey her own impulses. What matter the motive?
The result is Julianas great antipathy for Sabel.
The scene is laid in a part of Galicia near Portugal,
The enchantments of Galician landscape and village life
could not be painted v/ith more sureness nor with more ex-
1 «'
actitude. Here she is in the heart of Galicia; her per-
sonal interest is evident on every page; she is engrossed
in the country and its inhabitants, concerned with them
more than with her readers. What pictures of humanity
are drawn i What pictures in the human gallery beginning
with Nucha, the disdained wife; Julian, her counsellor,
1 Vezinet, F. : "Les Mattres du Roman Espagnol Contemporain ,P,214
.
2 Bell, A,: Contemporary Spanish Literature. P. 64-65,
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incarnation of priestly virtues; and ending with Sabel,
beautiful of body but not of soul, and Peinicho, the little
imp. The characters are living and natural, but what remains
indelibly fixed in our minds is the picture as a whole with
the sinister Primitive Suarez and the spirit of political
"caciquismo" in the background.
In the degenerate descendent of the Moscocos, who ex-
tracts the last bit of decency from the ancestral mansion,
profaning it with his vices and obscenities; in that stout
and vigorous rustic who retained from his forefathers only
the despotic instincts of a feudal lord, not the breath of
fight, nor the superiority of soul, nor even the gloss of
intellectual cultxire acquired by contact with people; in
that marquts, tied by instinct to a concubine of low
quality whose cooings separate him from his legitimate wife,
impoverished by the laborers whom he kept Around him, and
who mocked his desires, including that of the deputation of
Coruna; in that man and in his insignificance is personified
a sad decadence of the old social organism, not at the rude
blow of the revolutionary hatchet but by virtue of dullness
and irony of years. One sees and feels the eclipse of a
race as if one were attending the funerals of the historic
aristocracy.
IBlanco Garcf'a, F.; Literatura espanola." ^,SA'Z.
r
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The descriptions, without being overdone, are an
important element in the novel, and are drawn with the bold
'1
convincing strokes of a master hand. The towns are agitated
at the approach of feasts and elections. No festival is as
important as that of the patron of the church," La Fiesta de
Naya" , a dinner at the house of Don Eugenio and the conver-
sation at dinner. Another interesting description is that
of the electoral fights between the Carlist party, the
marquis and his men with their political bass, Barbacana,
2
and the revolutionary party.
One of the one hundred instances of her descriptive
power is shown in her description of the Pazos de Ulloa,
a country-house of Galicia:
"Mudaron de rumbo, dirigie''ndose al enorme caseron, donde
penetraron por la puerta que daba al huerto, y habiendo re-
corrido el claustro formado por arcadas de sillerfa, cruzaron
arios salones con destartalado raueblaje, sin vidrios en
las vidrieras, cuyas descoloridos pinturas maltrataba la
humedad, no siendo mas clemente la polilla con el maderamen
del pi so. ' Pararon en una habitacic^n relativamente chica, con
ventana de reja, donde las negras vigas del techo semejaban
remot^simas, y asombraban la vista grandes estanerfas de
1 Bell, A.: Contemporary Spanish Literature. P. 65.
2 Enciclopedia Xlustrada. p. 1440.
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castano sin barnlzar, que en vez de cristales tenfan enrsjado
de alambre gruesco, Decoraba tan t^trica pieza una mesa es-
critorio, y sobre ella un tlntero de cuerno, un vlejfsimo bade
de suel|a, no s^ cuant^Xs plumas de ganso y una caja de obleas
vac£a." ^
^'in this novel she is still determined not to ignore or
gloss over reality, natural facts, however disagreeable;
but she dwells on them, not in any one-sided fashion, but
o
as a necessary part of the truth. The atmosphere in this
book is^'marvelously reproduced and with her power of telling
a story she created a masterpiece. *^
"Quien fu^ capaz de concebir y planear tan hermoso
asunto lo hubiera sido de crear un poema novelesco, rayano
de la epopeya, a poco que cercenara la raigambre de episodios
indtiles y baHara de luz Ideal los personajes en vez de
embadurnarlos con masas de color." ^
If on the "credit" side we have the excellence and
wonders of diction, on the "debit" side we must add a
certain disorder of unbalanced state of composition, and,
1 ftirdo Bazan, E.: "Los Pazos de Ulloa" • P. 138-139.
2 Bell, A,: "Contemporary Spanish Literature." P. 65.
3 Enclclopedia Ilustrada. P.1440.
a oil.'.
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above all, the phraseological insolences which the eyes
and ears of a well-educated person would not tolerate,^
Among provincial and regional novels only those of
Pereda exceed in artistic and absolute perfection "Los
Pazos de Ulloa"
•
1 Blanco Garcia, P.: "La literatura espafibla". P. 542.
ft
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"La Madre Naturaleza"
The primitive and ingenious charm and sinister
atmosphere of "Los Pazos de Ulloa" are maintained in
"La Madre Naturaleza", its sequel. This novel marks
a further advance in the path of naturalism, and,
hence forward, Pardo Bazan was universally recognised
as one of the chiefs of the new movement. Who can
read it without being reminded of Zola?
We left the marquis having two children, Perucho,
his illegitimate son, and Manola, his legitimate daughter.
Despair and fright have killed Nucha, A political enemy
had killed Primitive, Sabel had married Angel without
leaving the castle. The old and gouty marquis was sep-
arated from her without effort, but not from Perucho.
Sabel becomes house-heeper and Angel succeeds his father-
in-law as montero mayor,
Perucho and Manola re the best of friends. No one
bothers them, Perucho teaches the baby to walk; he fegds
her; he aoiuses her; he teaches her to spell, read, and write,
1 Fitzmaurice-Kelly, James: "Spanish Literature", P, 393.
r
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It is repugnant to the marquis that his son remains a
good little peasant. In order to make him a "se'norito"
he sends him to the Institute at Orense, What a day
for the two when they are to separate I What a joy at
vacation time I ^Vor the author wished to unite these
two by the bond of union of a love incestuous, born
of imperative, sexual and physiological fatality con-
tracted by the act of living together and the reciprocal
attraction of temperament and consummated by the impulse
of circumstances between the caressing arms of nature, the
soft charms of a lascivious and exuberant vegetation. ^
Ui>der a tree they seal their promise by a kiss, their
first liver's kiss and their last.
Bon Gabriel Pardo de la Lage, Nucha's brother,
raised by her as by a mother, has received the grade of
commander in the artillery, After many years, in looking
over his papers, he finds a letter from Nucha telling
him to watch over Manola, He takes a leave of absence
and goes to Pazos de Ulloa with the intention of marrying
his niece. This seems very strange to us#
1 Blanco Garcfa, F,: "La Literatura espaliola." P. 542.
t
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Don Gabriel confides to Pedro the oo^ect of his visit
He is gladly welcomed for he does not demand a dowry nor
does he claim Nucha^s heritage for the young girl. But
will Manola consent? He suspects her love for Perucho and
reveals to him his oirth and that oy loving Manola poor
Perucho is loving his half-sister. Pedro verifies it.
Desperate, the young lad leaves for Madrid. Manola, enlightened
too, enters a convent.
Just imagine a drama of hideous plot, beautifully executed,
or an ugly skeleton clad in purple or a piece of sackcloth
embroidered with filigree anc^ v/ith a frame of gold and precious
stones;- any one 01 these three similies v/ill do to form an
idea of the strange union that solders together the repulsive
background and the incomparable form of this eclogue in prose
of the finest metallic vein.
"Nothing is more difficult than the practical selection
between the sane or good and the corrupt or reprenhensible
of a system whose oppressing meshes have closed in the spirit.
Although thousands of times this great writer has protested
against the grossness and philosophical principles of Zola,
admitting a part of his methods, we find her, on the slippery
slope of logic, stopping at the gulf of determinism not
only in this novel , "Madre Naturaleza" out also in
1 Blanco Garcia,!.: "La literatura espanola" . P. 542-S.
j
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"Insolaci(^n" and "Morritia" .^^ ^
This novel Is an almost epical glorification of primitive
instincts, 2 Perucho discovers a honey-comb with honey much
richer than that of a hive, as if the insect, a free citizen
of an innocent republic and a stranger to the protectorate
of man, gathers a purer nectar in the calyx of the flowers.
Here the author sings of nature and the legitiraity of natural
inclinations
•
Don Gabriel philosophizes. Manola has dealt only with
nature. It has been her only protectress. She falls, however;
she commits a fault which she wiahes to atone for in the
purifying existence of a nun. How could she help but fall?
By putting her In contact with Perucho and in ignorance of
his birth, according to Julian " i al borde del abismo la
erapujabanl"^
The book ends with the pessimistic reflection of Gabriel;
•^Naturaleza, te llaraan madre Deberfan llamarte raadrastra"^
which proves rather the illegitimity of instincts.
As "Pascual t.6pez" gave some idea of the scholastic life
in old Galicia, represented by Santiago; as "La Tribuna" de-
scribed young Galicia, industrial Coruna; as "El Cisne" was
1 Blanco Garcia, F. : "La literatura espahbla". P.543.
2 Pitzmaurice-Kelly, J.; "Spanish Literature." P.393.
3 Pardo Bazan, E.: "La Madre Naturaleza." P.357.
4 " " " " " " P.376.
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a study of a small tovm and politics; as "Los Pazos"
pictured Galician mountain region, "caciquisrae" , and
the decadence of a noble family^ so in "Madre Nt^^turaleza"
she gave full rein to her attraction for country life
and native descriptions of the soil, ^
1 Pardo Bazan, E. : "pazos de Ulloa," P,81
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"Insolacion."
Emilia Pardo Baza's title as a realist was confirmed
by the publication of "Insolacic^n" and "Morrina", two
studies of love and life in the Capital,
In "Insolacic^n" we find the Galician dona Prancisca
Taboada In love with the Andalusian don Diego Pacheco. The
young man has vivacity, boldness and charm. The young lady
is a widow; she had married an old man who had not bestowed
upon her excessive tenderness. Francisco had been attached
to him by a sincere affection, more like that of a daughter
than a wife. Now her passions are aroused by Diego, She
resists him because of religious and worldly scruples -
for she fears sin and dreads to lose her reputation.
Among her sympathetic friends is Gabriel Pardo. He
courts her, but he does not forget the past; he dreams of
Pazos de Ulloa, Santiago, and Manola at the Convent. This
dream fills his mind and heart, and the ideas which he ex-
presses in his meetings with Francisca are the echoe of his
meditations on the painful tragedy. He is indignant at
public opinion which marks a woman who has strayed from the
road of conventionality, she is scorned. Two paths are
open to her: she may marry the seducer , or renounce social
life and enter a convent.

In speaking thus to Franc i sea he is too much moved
with his own relation to notice her emotion. She is
thinking of Diego and herself. He reasons so logically
that he takes away the last scruples of the Galician
woman and throws her, whom he is courting, into the arms
of his rival.
The description of the pilgrimage of San Isidro, ob-
served unsympathetically from the outside in "Insolacit^n"
,
is really more naturalistic than a perhaps far freer but
more intimate and personal description in "Los Pazos de
Ulloa". ^
"Aquella romerfa no tiene nada que ver con las de mi pais,
que suelen celebrarse en sitios frescos, sombreados por
castanos o nogales, con una fuente o riachueta cerquita y
el santuario en el monte pr<$xiaio • • . • El campo de San Isidro
63 una serie de cerros pelados, un desierto de polvo, in-
vadido por un tropel de gente entre la cual no se ve \m solo
campesino, sino soldados, raujerzuelas, chisperos, ralea
apicarada y soez; y en lugar de vegetacidn, miles de ting-
lados y puestos donde se venden cachivaches que, pasado el
dfa del Santo, no vuelven a verse en parte alguna: pintos
1 Bell, A.: "Contemporary Spanish Literature" P. 69.
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adornados con hojas de papel de plata y rosas estupendas;
vlrgenes plntorreadas de esmeralda, cobalto y bermelldn
el \iniforme de los militares, los mantones de las chulas, el
azul del cielo, el amarillento de la tierra, los tfos vivos
con listas coloradas y los columpios dados de alraagre con
rayas de anil ••• Y luego la mdsica, el rasgueo de las guitarras,
el tecleo insufrible de los pianos mecanicos que nos aporrean
los ©idos con el paso doble de Cadiz, repitiendo desde treinta
sitios de la romerfa: - I Viva EspaJIa!" ^*
1 Pardo Baz^n, E. : " Insolacio'^n.
"
P. 40-41.
f.
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"Morrifla'i
It was at the publication of "Morri?Ia" that Emilia
Pardo Baz^''s reputation as a realist reached its highest
point ."^ It is a welcome return to Galicia. The spiritual
outlook in this novel is greater than in-"lnsolaci(^n"
.
"MorriSa" like "Ihsolacidn" is a story of love, but
"Insolacidri" ends by a marriage in the manner of tragi
comedies while "MorriSa" ends in a separation and suicide '
like a tragedy.
The heroine - a servant; the hero - her young master.
The interest in the book bears less on people than on events.
The principal person is Aurora, called La Galice. V^e are
In Madrid, but all pertains to Galiciaj Aurora is a Galician;
her son, Rogelio, is Galician; her servant Esclavitud, is a
Galician; Gabriel Pardo, is a Galician; all those present at
Aurora's parties are Galicians or very well acquainted with
Galicia. Conversations turn about the healthfulness of the
climate, the beauty of the fields, the products and the
inhabitants of Galicia.
However, the servant is more passionately attached
to the dear province than the others. Sad circumstances
have obliged her to look for a place as servant in far-
1 V^zinet, I,: : "Les Mattres de Roman Espagnol Gontemporain."
P. 229.
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away Madrid* She secured employment at the home of an
excellent family* But they are Andalusians; they have
customs, taste, a language which are strange to her, and not
being among the people of her land and not hearing anyone
speak of it, makes her heart heavy* Esclavitud is homesick,
has "morriHa". She then finds employment at the home of the
Galicians.
Love is born between the servant and the young master-
Several reasons explain it* They are both young and see
one another all the time; their attachment to the same
country strengthens their mutual tenderness* Esclavitud
has lived there until lately; Rogello left it at infancy
sind hardly recalls it; only they have spoken of it so
often at his home and with such enthusiasm that he yearns
to see it again. He questions Esclavitud; she relates
and describes and in listening memories of bygone days
become alive and clear* The room where the lovers are
seems to be filled with the odors of the country; it smells
of anis and new-cut grass*
Aurora, thinking to remove temptation frofli her son,
rids herself of the services of Esclavitud, who ends her
life.
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The work is Spanish but in places tastes of French
influence. The servant girl is a bastard of a beggar girl
and a curate. The friends of the priest with great diffi-
culty succeed in getting the mother out of Spain but he
refuses to be separated from his daughter, whom he raises
as his niece. At his death, Esclavitud finds out the truth.
What is she to do? Good friends reveal to her the shame
of the truth and pursue her with jokes and scorn, Vi/hat does
don Gabriel say of those who reproach a girl for a fault
not her own? "Nevertheless these individuals are Christians
go to mass and pray. We recognize here the theme of French
novelists and dramatists.
How often, too, the French writers attack the routine
mind of legislators and judges, Vi^e find them in "Morri?fa",
Aurora's husband was a magistrate; the majority of her
friends were men of law. They are attached to useless
formulas; they believe that they are conserving a sacred
liquor when all that remains in their fingers is an empty
phial, ^ Instead of adapting himself to modem ideas, the
code he uses is mummified. VlTiere is the good judge who
can extract some drops of justice? Pardo Bax^n asks for
new laws and in order to apply them, new men.
1 V^zinet, F. : "Les Maltres de Roman Espagnol Contemporain
.
P. 229,
c\
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"La Quimera",
"La Quimera" contains autobiographical touches and
constitutes a new spiritual manner* It is the story of the
ambition of a Gaiician portrait-painter, whose patroness^
Miniaj represents the novelist.^ "Chimera" is the aspiring
disquiet of modern minds. The author has represented this
ill of aspiring in an artist, who was dragged along in the
claws of the chimera. "Kadie vencera al monstruo, Hace
pedazos a quien se aproxima,"^
"La Sirena negra."
The black siren, from which Emilia Pardo Baz^n*s novel
gets its name,^^whose charm is withstood by "Caspar de Mon-
tenegro, is Death.^*^
^The variety of "La Quimera" contrasts with the unity
of "La sirena negra" but in other respects they have much
in common. They are written with a wealth of culture and
V
experience .
^
1 Bell, A.: "Contemporary Spanish Literature." P. 68.
^ JaijlJo Bazan, E.: "La Quiraera."
AH P. 69
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"Dulce Dueno."
"Dulce Dueno" is a story of St, Catherine and her
modem counterpart. The author's remarks on Andalusians
and English in this book are interesting.
We find in these last novels a distinct tendency
toward psychology and mysticism. From "Insolacion" to
Dulce Dueno" there is a complete evolution impossible
in a writer who has not a complex variety of talent and
temperament of great flexibility.
'"^It must not be thought that she had retreated from
her former position or abandomed her precepts. Her t?rue
aim had always been to see life steadily and whole.
Her best work belongs to the realistic. >• 'Her most lasting
successes were achieved, not when she wandered afar..hut
when she wrote with intimate knowledge of the country
and people of GaliciaJ^
1 Bell, A.:: "Contemporary Spanish Literature." P.69.
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"La Crlstiana" and "La Prueba"
.
To the most ardent adherents of idealism "La Crlstiana"
and "La Prueba" seemed demonstrative of a greater serenity
in the mftnd of the author and at the same time seemed to be
an announcement of a possible rupture with her naturalistic
convictions
«
In these two psychological studies the interest of the
reader is shared by two people. The author idealizes a
monk who projects the resplendor of deep and sincere virtue
over the clumsiness of his exterior aspect; she makes a
study of a woman whose heroic disposition, strengthened by
grace and wise priestly advice, impels her to marry a man
who is physically and morally displeasing to her and to resist
a hidden passion which his nephew inspires in her and to
convert herself into a diligent murse for her husband. From
the contact with physical wretchedness, affection dispels
aversion and Carmen grows to love her husband. Padre Moreno
and Carmen Aldto are artistic creatures. ^
That which made these two studies victorious was the
evidence of immense superiority of genius, of the creative
faculties which the noted woman author possesses.
1 Blanco Garcia, P.: "La literatura espaffola," P. 544.
f
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According to the critic Fitzmaurice-Kelly , Emilia ^a-rdo
Bazan is the best novelist which Spain produced in the nineteenth
century. I d^ not agree with Fitzmaurice-Kelly in this opinion.
I would make one reservation in saying that Emilia -Pardo B^an is
one of the best novelists which Spain produced in the nineteenth
century. By this, I mean I would place her in the stime ranks
with Pereda, Valera, Alarcon and Galdos.
Although she is held ana celebrated almost exclusively
as a realistic v/riter, there are in many of her oooks idealistic
tendencies. The general tone of loud color, such as v/e find in
•Los Pazos de Ulioa" and "La Ji^adre Natural eza" , fail to be
characterio tical . "El Tesoro de Gasto'n", one of her novels, is
a contrast to the two above mentioned novels. But all of her
novels whether they describe rustics or country gentlemen,
whether they analyze the souls of peasants or of citizens give
forth a perfume of verity.
Her characters are natural and in all circumstances they
behave as it is natural that they should behave. Peruchos*
treatment of Manola*s uncle is an example. Don Gabriel re-
proaches him for having abused Manola. Perucho treats him then,
act as Manola* s uncle nor as a gentleman of hii^her social
standing, but as a rival and falls upon him.
c
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To obtrude learning into her novels was not her aim,
but signs of a wide culture are everywhere present. We
cannot but admire her powerful art, her constantly renovated
activity, her "brave aiid energetic talent.
She excelled iu many types of literature, - literary
criticism, essays, books of travel, lectures, plays, poetry,
biography, folk-lore, short stories and novels, yet among thes(
stand out the novels ana short stories of Galicia. Fasnions
may come and go in literature, but, whatever changes, her
works v;ill always live.
.
Her pictures of Madrid and Galicia
will always have charm and value because she nad the ^^ift of
putting her heart into her writings.
The importance of dona Emilia i^c^rdo Bazan in modern lit-
erature stands out in such relief that no history of contem-
porary literature could oe written wit..out dedicating many
pages zo her labor.
f4u
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